


A SAFARI LIKE NO OTHER
Over our years hosting safaris, we have observed the ebbs and flows of safari 
days and the hard choices travel planners must make to lower trip costs. 

But there are those who prefer not to make those compromises when traveling. 
For them, we rebuilt this safari from the foundation up. While retaining the 
superlatives of previous itineraries, we focused on crafting a new safari with 
the highest level of both luxury and experience. And you’re making an impact 
as 100% of safari proceeds benefit the Naples Zoo Conservation Fund to save 
species in the wild.

If you’ve wanted to see some of the very best that Tanzania has to offer while 
still taking in the true spirit of safari, this just may be the excursion for you.        
I hope you can join us. Africa awaits... 



Let’s start at the very beginning, 
A very good place to start...
From The Sound of Music’s “Do-Re-Mi” by Oscar Hammerstein II

Just Room for a Select Few
We dramatically limited this safari to just six couples. And while 
two 8-seat Land Cruisers would suffice, we added a bonus third
custom Land Cruiser to give you the gift of space. So if you have 
another couple you’d like to travel with, you essentially have a 
private vehicle! 

Carefully Curated Accommodations
Tom LaRock, the founder of Safari Professionals, and Tim Tetzlaff, 
Naples Zoo’s Director of Conservation, carefully pored over the top 
lodges reviewing numerous aspects for this safari itinerary from 
amenities and levels of service to proximity for the best wildlife 
viewing. We’re delighted with the results you’re about to read. 

Flights to Exceptional Locations 
To reduce long travel days, we have booked three in-country 
flights on Grumeti Air, the private airline partner of the prestigious 
Singita lodges. This both adds prime viewing time to your safari 
and enables us to explore more secluded wildlife-rich private areas 
away from the majority of tourist vehicles. 

Upgraded Offerings
The distinct touches are what make any experience, so we’ve 
included multiple walking safari options, bush breakfasts and 
dinners, stunning locations for evening sundowner drinks, night 
game drives, and more. And while boxed lunches in the bush are 
an essential part of safari, we upgraded some with seated meals at 
scenic lodges along the way. 

Safari Expertise
You will be hosted by Naples Zoo President & CEO Jack Mulvena 
along with our Director of Conservation Tim Tetzlaff who oversees 
our travel program. And as your photographs are crucial to share 
your memories, we have also arranged for the president of Africa 
Nature Photography &  Safaris, Anglebert Pantaleo, to join our 
safari from start to finish to make sure you get those perfect shots! 

October 1 to 12, 2022 
How we crafted twelve truly extraordinary days 

to make memories for a lifetime.



I first saw Ngorongoro Crater 

through my father’s photographs like those below. Since that summer day 
when I was four years old, I dreamed of seeing it with him. But he passed 
away before I could fulfill that wish. So when I finally stood on the Crater 
rim myself, its magnificence was blurry through my tears. Day after day on 
safari ever since, I live in the joy that my waking eyes are blessed to witness 
the world of my childhood dreams and that I can continue his legacy to 
conserve its precious wildlife. I look forward to sharing this magical place 
with you so Tanzania can fill your dreams, too. 

Tim L. Tetzlaff
Naples Zoo Director of Conservation

Son of Naples Zoo Co-Founders Lawrence and Nancy Jane Tetzlaff (Jungle Larry and Safari Jane)



Day 1 Night Drive through a National Park
Tonight you touch down at Kilimanjaro International Airport 
and get your first taste of Africa with a night game drive through 
Arusha National Park looking for elephants and waterbuck 
ambling along the road as you head toward the warm hospitality 
of Hatari Lodge inside its boundaries. A light repast awaits as our 
host details life at the lodge after which you will be escorted to 
your rooms for a restful night.

Accommodations: Hatari Lodge

Day 2  Awaking to Mount Kilimanjaro
The crunch of the gravel trail beneath your feet breaks the silence 
as you walk to the main lodge to sip coffee or tea and eggs to order 
as you see if the clouds break to grant you a view of the world’s 
tallest free-standing mountain. Playful vervet monkeys bounce 
across the roof as you look out on herds of giraffe and Cape buffalo.  
As Forbes Travel Writer Everett Potter aptly described this lodge, 
“I can think of no better way to be welcomed to Africa.” This 
morning you can join a ranger for a guided walking safari to see the 
wildlife at the foot of Mt Meru. After a plated lunch by a waterfall, 
you’ll experience the soda lakes of flamingos and forests with 
black and white colobus monkeys before enjoying one of Hatari’s 
extraordinary meals sourced from local farms.

Accommodations: Hatari Lodge 

“Reminds me of my safari in Africa. Somebody forgot the corkscrew and for several 
days we had to live on nothing but food and water.”    American Comedian W.C. Fields



The Dawn of Africa

“I wanted everybody to see a sunrise and be knocked out by the miracle of it,
the world being created every morning.” Mordicai Gerstein

“I never knew of a morning in Africa when I woke up 
that I was not happy.”     Ernest Hemingway



Day 3  A Dry Season Paradise
Often bypassed by year-round fixed itineraries, our destination 
is Tarangire National Park, a dry season mecca for 85,000 large 
animals that migrate to its cool waters. We will enjoy a proper 
plated luncheon high above the Tarangire River. Then we’ll see 
what the bush has to offer from antelope to zebra on our way 
toward the tented delight simply known as Oliver’s Camp. You’ll 
quickly forget your notions of American camping when you see 
these spacious tents appointed with comfortable beds, an en suite 
bathroom, and a choice of both indoor and outdoor shower. Best 
of all, life under canvas let you hear the roars of lions in the night. 
But before sleep, it’s time to toast the day around the fire before 
tucking in to another sumptuous dinner. 

Accommodations: Oliver’s Camp

Day 4  Walking Safari and Night Exploration
Awake to the cooing of the francolin birds. Enjoy breakfast to 
order on the two-tiered observation deck to enjoy a view of 
the bush and the wildlife strolling by. Today brings true safari 
adventure as we’ve arranged to set off on foot with an expert guide 
who can highlight the little wonders of the natural world along the 
way as well as teach you about the largest mammals. An afternoon 
game drive may find a pride of lions among the stunning views 
of this landscape overflowing with baobab trees. Our traditional 
sundowner drink tonight will be framed by the magnificent 
vista of the Silale wetlands. After the sun sets, it’s off to spot the 
nocturnal creatures of the bush.

Accommodations: Oliver’s Camp

“You know you are truly alive when you’re living among lions.” Karen Blixen, Author, Out of Africa



Day 5 Living Walls and the Rift Valley Wall
Today, we game drive north along the Silale wetlands to marvel 
at the elephant herds and other animals drawn to its life-giving 
waters. Look down for Nile monitors patrolling the water’s edge 
and then up in the trees for African fishing eagles spying their next 
meal. Just outside Tarangire, we’ll turn off the main road to visit 
a Maasai community benefiting from the efforts of one of Naples 
Zoo’s long-term conservation partners that protects their livestock 
from the lions we saw in the park. 

Ahead of us lies the western wall of the Gregory Rift - part of the 
eastern branch of Africa’s Great Rift Valley.  We will travel up the 
wall for lunch at a luxury lodge and to take in the view of Lake 
Manyara from atop the Rift’s sheer cliffs. Our road continues up 
into the highlands. After taking a few photographs of the baboons 
loitering around the park gate, we will give you an overview of 
what lies ahead through a topographical map. Then it’s back to the 
vehicles to scale the outer wall into the forests. 

At the top, we will look down into Ngorongoro Crater, the planet’s 
largest unflooded and unbroken caldera. This was once a volcanic 
mountain nearly rivaling Kilimanjaro in height. Then 2.5 million 
years ago, it collapsed in on itself encircling 102 square miles where 
25,000 large animals now live year round. A monument at the 
rim dedicated to those who have lost their lives in the service of 
protecting rhinos and other wildlife here reinforces our gratitude 
for the many sacrifices made that allow this cherished place and its 
creatures to remain for us to appreciate. 

“Whatever image we have of Africa tends to be formed by whatever films we’ve 
seen. All of those romantic notions: I wanna see magnificent landscapes, incredible 
animals, extraordinary vistas, magnificent people, the Other in all of its diversity 
and beauty and strangeness, Tanzania’s got that. All that stuff you thought you 
wanted, the most jaw-dropping moments; it’s here.” Anthony Bourdain, Chef and Travel Documentarian
                 and guest at the Ngorongoro Crater Lodge



This evening, you will meet an Ngorongoro naturalist colleague 
who has been our on-the-ground contact for conservation efforts 
here for over a decade. He has coordinated a rare meeting with 
the rangers so you can see how Naples Zoo helps them protect 
critically endangered black rhinos living within the Crater. Then 
listen to the mesmerizing chant of Maasai warriors as we enjoy 
a private location for sundowner drinks with a front row seat to 
the 2,000 foot view down into this wonder of nature. Our lodge is 
quite simply THE place to be at the Crater. Our hearts are full as 
we step out of the cool night air to nestle into warm beds tonight.  

Accommodations: Ngorongoro Crater Lodge

Day 6 Descent into the Crater
After breakfasting over this breathtaking view from 7,500 feet 
above sea level, we are joined by our local naturalist from the night 
before as we descend into the paradox of a giant microcosm of 
African species. The wildebeest and myriad other species have no 
need to migrate out of this geological wonder. Cheetahs chase after 
Thomson’s gazelles on the open plains while elephants munch on 
branches among the trees. Hippos soak in the freshwater lakes 
and flamingos ring the soda lake. Midday we pause for a Crater 
floor banquet where personalized butler service attends to your 
desires in a private grove of acacia trees. Tables set with snowy 
tablecloths and silver cutlery are laden with the most delectable 
of dishes. After exploring the Lerai Forest in the afternoon, we’ll 
ascend from the Crater and enjoy visiting a Maasai community 
living traditionally that does not receive regular visits from safaris. 
A true highlight of our journey, this cultural opportunity in East 
Africa has to be experienced to be truly appreciated. We return for 
an extraordinary evening overlooking this World Heritage Site. 

Accommodations: Ngorongoro Crater Lodge

“The eye never forgets what the heart has seen.”   African Proverb



The Clarity of Day

“Do not try to fight a lion if you are not one yourself.” African Proverb



Day 7 Escape to the Secret Serengeti
While other safari vehicles depart for a long day of dusty travel to 
central Serengeti, we take to the skies from the airstrip on the rim 
of the Crater to soar over the endless plains. Just over an hour later, 
we’ll be rolling through the red oat grasslands of the little known 
Lamai Triangle in the far north where we’ll be treated to one of the 
highest concentrations of wildlife in Serengeti. 

We’ve chosen this remote spot as it encompasses the banks of 
the famed Mara River, home to the fabled wildebeest crossings of 
nature documentaries. This premium location gives us a chance 
to see the fabled event without the time and inconvenience of 
crossing the border into Kenya among the many vehicles. We will 
be in a perfect locale at an ideal time to see the migration, but the 
herds are legendary for their fickleness so seeing a crossing still 
requires some good luck. 

To help with that luck, we’ve selected a permanent tent camp 
we will have to ourselves in the superlative care of Singita. Our 
6 luxury tents face the riverbank and you can even take a dip in 
the plunge pool overlooking the waters. Beyond their stunning 
locations, Singita earns their stellar reputation as evidenced by 
the long list of annual accolades from the likes of Travel + Leisure 
and Condé Nast. Speaking of stellar, we have arranged for a bush 
dinner beneath the magnificence of the African star field.  

Accommodations: Singita’s Mara River Tented Camp

“To witness that calm rhythm of life revives our worn souls and recaptures 
a feeling of belonging to the natural world. No one can return from the 
Serengeti unchanged, for tawny lions will forever prowl our memory and 
great herds throng our imagination.”   George Schaller, Pioneering Conservationist



“Look at the sun, painting the sky.
It’s a love affair of atmosphere and light.
God can make a masterpiece every day.
Well, is it too much to believe
That the changing sky’s a canvas we can read.
A picture’s worth a thousand words
For those with eyes to see”
“Mona Lisa Said” by Billy Sprague

Day 8 Camp Life
Rising before dawn, you jostle in your seat as the vehicle slowly 
rolls out into a world of silhouettes. The expectation for what’s 
ahead is tangible as the glow of sunrise paints color on the 
treetops. Will it be waving grasslands with giraffe and Cape 
buffalo or rocky outcrops to catch sight of elusive leopards? 
Singita’s expert field guides and trackers offer us their in-depth 
knowledge that makes each of these encounters all the more 
meaningful and memorable. 

Maximize your wildlife viewing with a packed lunch as you head 
north to the Kenyan border or come back from your sunrise drive 
for lunch and a dip in the pool or relax with a spa treatment before 
watching wildlife in the rich light of the late afternoon sun and  
conclude with a spot-lit evening return revealing the elusive magic 
of Africa in the falling dark.

Accommodations: Singita’s Mara River Tented Camp



Day 9   Pure Joy in a Private Reserve
Just like you savor the last bite of a perfect meal, these last days are 
designed so you can slow down time. Turn glances into gazes to 
breathe in these extraordinary moments. At those times, remember 
to pause. Turn to your friend or loved one and lock eyes. In the 
weeks and years to come, when some story or image reminds 
you of these days, you’ll be able to relive that magic through the 
simplicity of a shared look and beautiful smile. Our journey may 
end, but safari stays with you always.

And like any great safari, we save the best for last. A 15-minute 
flight brings us Singita Grumeti Reserve. Bordering the Serengeti, 
this 350,000-acre private reserve provides us the abundant wildlife 
of this famous ecosystem, but we will share it with only about 50 
other travelers - all residing in a handful of camps owned by the 
acclaimed Singita brand including its flagship property, Sasakwa 
Lodge, our home for the next three opulent nights.

Accommodations: Singita’s Sasakwa Lodge

“You know... they say an elephant never forgets. What they don’t tell you is, 
you never forget an elephant.””   Bill Murray, American Comedian



Day 10   Soak in Sasakwa
Set your own schedule here. Wake up early for the miracle of a 
sunrise game drive and return for a phenomenally fresh breakfast. 
Tennis, anyone? Indulge in a swim in their infinity pool to take in a 
spectacular view. Need to unwind? Book a massage. Or set off for an 
afternoon game drive to see who else might be relaxing in the trees. 

Established by the Tanzanian government  in 1994 to protect 
the annual route of the Great Migration, this marvel of wildlife 
is made possible by Singita’s partnership with the non-profit 
Grumeti Fund. Two of the 120 scouts that monitor these lands 
will welcome us up to anti-poaching Observation Post 7 where 
the team will share their work including the largest single 
reintroduction of 9 critically endangered black rhino. 

Being outside the national park offers us a much greater freedom 
to experience this secluded landscape including being able to go 
off-road to make the most of important sightings or raise a glass at 
idyllic sundowner stops. Africa’s plains shine beneath a full moon 
during out stay and being able to stay out in the falling darkness 
allows us to look out elusive nocturnal creatures - or, with good 
luck, perhaps we may spy hyenas or lions out on the prowl.

Back at the lodge, we’ll dine on one of Sasakwa’s expertly prepared 
meals served in one of their exquisite indoor dining rooms or 
manicured open air spaces.

Accommodations: Singita’s Sasakwa Lodge

“No other creatures of the savanna sleep as deeply or as soundly as lions, but 
after all, lions are the main reason for not sleeping soundly.”   

Elizabeth Marshall Thomas, American Author



Day 11   In and Outside the Vehicle 
If you haven’t set out on a walking safari yet, Sasakwa brings the 
Serengeti experience up close and personal in a way like no other. 
Your expert tracker will bring to life the inherent role of every 
plant, insect, bird, and mammal  forming this intricate ecology, 
especially the hidden world of lesser flora and fauna not typically 
observed from vehicles.

In the custom vehicles, we take full advantage of Singita’s network 
across the Reserve that allows our guides to share the best of the 
day with us from prides of lions to grazing elephants. And when 
the sun starts to dip towards the horizon, we’ll find ourselves 
in some exclusive setting for a dramatic show of the brightly 
painted sky that perfectly encapsulates the romance of safaris. 
Accompanied by a cool evening breeze and the beauty of the clear 
night sky above, the tranquil journey back to the lodge makes for a 
fitting finale to these days of wonder.

Accommodations: Singita’s Sasakwa Lodge

“Somewhere over the rainbow, 
skies are blue, and the dreams that you 
dare to dream really do come true.” 

Dorothy in the Wizard of Oz



Day 12   Flight Over Serengeti and Craters
Arise for another long look at the plains as you select from a wide 
choice of breakfasts from smoked salmon to scrambled eggs. 
Absorb the last special sights Africa offers of her wild wonders on 
the way to the airstrip. From above, we will marvel at the maze of 
game trails and we may even see the peak of Ol Donyo Lengai.

Back in Arusha, we enjoy a private lunch in a delightful setting 
on a former coffee estate that takes great pride in their rich brew 
locally grown in volcanic mountain soils. Afterwards, refresh 
yourself with a shower or a nap in one the elegantly rustic 
cottages before we enjoy our final farewell cocktail. Kilimanjaro 
International Airport is a short 30 to 40 minute drive away and 
gives us one more opportunity to see the mountain it is named 
after. While awaiting our flight, spare some time to wander the 
shops and pick up some remembrances of our journey. 

Before we climb aboard, take that one final chance on African soil 
to lock eyes with your companion. Even as you look forward to 
home while settling in to relax on our overnight flight among the 
stars, you may already be pondering when you can return. 

 
Tonight: In Flight

“I know nothing with any certainty, but the sight of the stars
makes me dream.” Vincent van Gogh



The Close of Day

“There’s never one sunrise the same
or one sunset the same.”

Carlos Santana, Legendary Guitarist



Hatari Lodge
Pre-Night, Nights 1 & 2
Located inside Arusha National Park between Mt Meru and 
Mt Kilimanjaro, the lodge is centered on a historic homestead 
established in 1906. This truly delightful luxury bush property 
is named after the 1962 blockbuster movie Hatari! starring John 
Wayne filmed in the area. The Lodge was formerly owned by 
Hardy Krüger, the famous German actor who also starred in the 
film. Vibrant wall art created by local artists accents the modern 
retro decor that pays tribute to the era of the filming. Each room 
includes an open fireplace and spacious bathroom. 

Today’s proprietors, Marlies & Jörg Gabriel, founded the nonprofit 
Momella Foundation to give back to the community from which 
they derive their passion, love and livelihood. With a principal 
goal of sustainability, the foundation seeks to aid the region in 
eradicating poverty through educational development, natural 
resource cultivation and protection, sustainable agronomy, 
and empowerment of women. For example, the food we’ll eat 
doesn’t come from commercial suppliers, but directly through 
relationships with the farms in the neighboring communities.

The terrace where we will enjoy some of that food is bordered by 
acacias and offers views of Mt. Kilimanjaro and the passing giraffe, 
waterbuck, Cape buffalo, baboons, and a colorful array of bird life. 
An extended viewing platform into the Momella meadow features 
a campfire for sundowner drinks as you look out to classic sunsets 
over the snows of Kilimanjaro. A truly natural way to begin your 
exciting African adventure!  



Oliver’s Camp
Night 3 & 4
 
Ranked Condé Nast Traveler’s #4 Resort in Africa 
Traveling to the remote southern reaches of Tarangire National 
Park, we will base our explorations of the park’s diverse habitats 
out of Oliver’s Camp enjoying habitats away from the areas 
frequented by most safaris. Oliver’s safari tents epitomize bush 
elegance in a spectacular setting with leather chairs and hand-
carved headboards. 

All suites come complete with flushing toilets and indoor shower, 
although the personal outdoor shower is a unique experience not 
to be missed. A two-tiered breakfast veranda provides a panoramic 
view of the bush. After a day of safari activities, relax on your 
private deck or enjoy a drink around the fire. 

Oliver’s long-time team exude genuine a friendly, warm, at-home-
in-the-bush ambiance. Owned and operated by Asilia Africa, one of 
the leading safari companies in East Africa, Oliver’s Camp was the 
first African accommodation to be certified through Sustainable 
Travel International’s Sustainable Travel Eco-certification 
Program, and it’s clear why. The owners are committed to both an 
earthy, authentic, high quality approach to safari and a very strong 
conservation ethos.



Ngorongoro Crater Lodge
Night 5 & 6
Ranked Condé Nast Traveler’s #6 Resort in Africa 
Maasai meets Versailles at this extravagant &Beyond property 
ranked among the top 10 lodges in Africa in 2020 by both Condé 
Nast Traveler and Travel + Leisure. Perched above swirling mists 
on the edge of Ngorongoro’s ancient caldera with its panorama 
views, this lodge features lavish safari suites where personal 
butlers discretely cater for each guest’s every need, bringing tea in 
bed, stoking fireplaces, and drawing bubble baths.

Steeped in romance, each stilted, handcrafted banana thatch 
roofed suite is adorned with graceful antiques and unforgettable 
opulence. En suite bathrooms, with a centerpiece of fresh roses, 
feature huge showers and chandelier-lit bathtubs. The bedroom, 
sitting room, and en suite bathroom boast floor-to-ceiling glass 
windows overlooking the magnificent Crater below.

&Beyond’s sustainability initiatives focus on care of the land, 
people, and wildlife including auditing of each lodge. Along with 
significant water conservation measures at Ngorongoro, they 
source at least 50% of their fresh food from farmers situated just 
outside of the conservation area and 95% of their kitchen waste 
is recycled and given to farmers for compost and livestock food. 
&Beyond is a Pride level member of the Lionscape Coalition.



Singita’s Mara River Tented Camp
Night 7 & 8

Located on a dramatic river bend in the remote Lamai triangle of 
Serengeti, this permanent tented camp is a modern take on the 
classic East African safari. Contemporary elegance sets the tone 
for the laid-back luxury with natural fabrics, canvas, stone, and 
raw leather blending in with primary Masai colors and elegant art 
pieces by young African designers. 

Operating completely on a custom-built solar system without 
compromising on any creature comforts. Camp life encourages 
continuous engagements with nature from gazing at the river 
from the plunge pool in the main camp to spa treatments in your 
tent listening to the sounds of the grasslands. Each classic tent is 
river facing complete with a game-viewing deck and offers both an 
inside and outside shower as well as an outside bath. An elegant 
yet relaxed feet-up style perfectly defines the Singita brand.

Singita is recognized as one of Africa’s most influential collectors 
of wine, including some of the continent’s most sought-after 
private reserves, featuring Exclusive Release and Rare Auction 
Wines. Wine is a key ingredient of the unique Singita experience 
and that selection extends even to the banks of Mara River.



Singita’s Sasakwa Lodge
Night 9, 10, & 11
Ranked Condé Nast Traveler’s #1 Resort in Africa 
Among the most extraordinary accommodations ever built in 
East Africa, Sasakwa Lodge redefines African luxury. The manor 
house offers wide sweeping verandas leading to long elegant 
hallways and inviting sitting rooms faithful to the architecture and 
furnishings of the most splendid Victorian-era homes exquisitely 
blended with an East African influence. Your individual cottages 
reflect this old-world charm complete with four-poster beds and a 
cozy fireplace, but with modern touches like a Swarovski spotting 
scope, international phone, and your own heated plunge pool to 
look out on an ever-changing tapestry of grasslands, clouds, and 
wildlife. Outdoor dining is pure delight, but, not to be outdone, 
world-class meals with perfect wine pairings are served in a 
spacious dining room with high ceilings, gold Victorian wallpaper, 
dark wooden floors, Persian rugs, and a vast marble fire place.

Singita’s sustainable conservation model helps to balance
tourism in all of the regions in which they operate. Their non-
profit Funds & Trusts restores, enhances and protects the 
biodiversity of the ecosystems under their care. Singita is a Pride 
level member of the Lionscape Coalition.



Moments Along the Way

Tarangire Safari Lodge
Day 3 Lunch
We’ll pause just inside Tarangire National Park at this permanent 
tent camp beautifully situated on a bluff overlooking the Tarangire 
River. Its convenient location in the north of the park allows us to 
bypass the concrete picnic benches at the park gate to relax over 
a plated meal and enjoy the view - and maybe even get a close up 
view at the elephants that wander through. 

Escarpment Luxury Lodge
Day 5 Lunch
Another stunning view awaits from atop the western wall of the 
eastern branch of Africa’s Great Rift Valley and a decking area 
offer stunning views out over Lake Manyara. After our visit to the 
Maasai community, we’ll freshen up here and sit down for lunch.
 

Rivertrees Country Inn
Day 12 Lunch and Day Room

Following the flight over Serengeti, we’ll drive through the 
outskirts of Arusha down a tree-lined road to the banks of the Usa 
River. This former coffee estate feels like visiting a homely country 
house for the weekend. Outside your room is a small, covered 
veranda to enjoy the calm of this tranquil rural setting and listen to 
the sounds of running water, birdsong, and the monkeys playing in 
the trees before taking the short trip to the international airport.



Expertise Before, During, & After
Local Care with Luxe Travel Consultants
You’ll be meeting locally with our friend Theresa Perez at Luxe 
Travel Consultants in Naples. We greatly enjoy working with 
Theresa and have partnered with her for all our safaris over the 
years. She will expertly coordinate your travel plans just as you 
like them including arranging for an optional early arrival day to 
enjoy relaxing in nature at Hatari Lodge. 

Decades of Experience with Safari Professionals
We’ve had the true pleasure of tailor-making our itinerary with 
Tom LaRock, the founder of Safari Professionals - or as his official 
title reads, Chief Exploration Officer! Tom created his first safari 
in 1983 and hasn’t looked back since. His worldwide conservation 
travel experience allows him to make the difficult things easy. 

Once you sign on to the safari, we will host a gathering a few 
months prior to departure to talk through everything you’ll 
want to know about traveling on safari. Afterwards, we’ll relive 
memories at a reunion party!
 

African Nature Photography and Safaris
A perfect 100% five-star rating on Trip Advisor says it all. Owned 
by safari expert Anglebert Pantaleo, these safaris earn superlative 
after superlative with travelers and photographers alike. Best of 
all, Anglebert will be personally joining us throughout the entire 
itinerary to insure all arrangements for your enjoyment from 
perfect wildlife viewing to lodging.

Naples Zoo Senior Expertise
You will be joined by Jack Mulvena, Naples Zoo’s President & 
CEO Jack Mulvena. Jack has nearly 30 years of experience in the 
zoo field and looks forward to returning to Tanzania’s northern 
circuit to share his insights with you. 

Your second host is Director of Conservation Tim Tetzlaff, who 
plans and oversees all the Zoo’s travel programs. This veteran 
safari host delights in sharing his love of Tanzania and will be glad 
to teach you some helpful Kiswahili phrases along the way!

“No road is long with good company.”  Turkish Proverb



Naples Zoo Safari Host
Jack Mulvena, President and CEO
In 2013, Jack Mulvena joined Naples Zoo at Caribbean Gardens as President and CEO. Prior to this, Mulvena served for 
20 years as the Executive Director of the Rhode Island Zoological Society and Roger Williams Park Zoo in Providence, 
Rhode Island where he helped to complete a ten-year $30 million dollar master plan. At Naples Zoo, he’s overseen a 
similar $25 million dollar campaign. Jack is also a national conservation leader with a special focus on education and 
motivating young people to get involved in wildlife conservation. Jack is also a leader in the effort to persuade the 
United States Congress to pass legislation to address critical environmental challenges by strengthening and expanding 
environmental education in America’s classrooms. Jack is a veteran safari host and look forward to returning to Tanzania.

Most importantly, Jack knows from experience how to sustain the highest standards of animal care, offer compelling 
experiences to zoo guests, and create a professional working environment that attracts the top talent in the zoo 
profession. Jack has a B.A. from Boston College and an M.B.A. from University of Rhode Island.  He serves on the 
Association of Zoos and Aquariums (AZA) Government Affairs and Nominating Committees and as a selection 
committee member and mentor for AZA’s Executive Leadership Development Program. 

Jack and his wife, Jess, live in Kensington.  Their oldest daughter, Maggie, graduated from Johnson & Wales University 
and lives in Providence. Their youngest daughter, Amy, graduated from Villanova University and lives in Boston.



Naples Zoo Safari Host
Tim L. Tetzlaff, Director of Conservation
Tim coordinates the Naples Zoo’s 20+ field conservation efforts including funding the annual salaries of ten 
field staff in Brazil, Madagascar, Tanzania, and Uganda. In recent years, he has spent time in all those countries 
including assisting with removing wire snares from giraffes. He was elected Chair of the Madagascar Fauna and 
Flora Group in 2018. He has served on the Wildlife Conservation Committee for the Association of Zoos and 
Aquariums (AZA) and has previously worked on their Conservation Education Committee, Public Relations 
Committee, and other ad hoc committees. He currently serves on AZA’s delegation to the Conference of the 
Parties for the Convention for International Trade in Endangered Species (CITES), last held in Geneva in 2019. 

As the son of zoo founders Jungle Larry and Safari Jane, Tim was blessed with a solid grounding in conservation 
and given the opportunity to care for amazing creatures from anteaters to zebras and to communicate to 
audiences of one million visitors to his parents’ wildlife attraction each summer at the Cedar Point theme park in 
Ohio in addition guests at the historic gardens in Naples. He took breaks from Zoo life to earn his degrees from 
The Ohio State University - and to meet his wife, Kathryn, who holds a degree in fine arts. Their daughter has a 
degree from his alma mater in Mandarin. While his experiences include being a zoo keeper, presenting wildlife 
shows, directing public relations and marketing, and serving as general curator, his passion is rooted in the 
lessons of his youth. Tim is honored to carry on and expand Naples Zoo’s extensive conservation efforts. 

Tim oversees and plans and oversees the Zoo’s safaris and greatly enjoys nature from whitewater rafting to hiking 
– a love that has been tested and proved following bushmen trackers in the soft Kalahari sands as well as in the 
muddy rainforests of Madagascar. He attests a quality safari hat and merino wool socks are worth every penny!



Experience it Yourself 
in October 2022
This unforgettable 12 Days 
is available for six couples at 
$24,995 per person.  

If you’re interested in joining 
this premier safari, call Theresa Perez 
at 239-777-0253 or email her at 
theresa.perez@cruiseplanners.com. 

Parks Summary
Arusha National Park | Tarangire National Park | Ngorongoro Conservation Area
Lamai Triangle, Serengeti National Park | Singita Grumeti Reserve

Inclusions
a Three internal flights on Grumeti Air.
a Tips & gratuities to the properties and driver guides. (Tipping is not needed for Naples Zoo Directors.)
a Full-board table d’hôte meals with some picnic lunches. 
a Water throughout your safari. 
a All drinks, including alcohol, are included, apart from certain premium spirits and wines. Singita properties 
include all premium wines, spirits and liqueurs, and only exclude French Champagne.
a Unlimited soft drinks and beer is included in the safari vehicles. 
a Laundry included at all properties.
a Pre-Trip Meet & Greet with your hosts and fellow travelers and review of travel tips.
a Reunion: Evening gathering at the Zoo.
a Park entrance fees. Government taxes and levies.
a Transport for 1 soft sided luggage bag no more than 15 kg (33 lbs). Add’l bags are not permitted on safari. 
a Airport transfers with Driver/Guide. Flying Doctors – AMREF ( In-Country Evacuation Service )

Please note that international airfare, Tanzanian visa, and trip insurance are not included.
A highly recommended early arrival day at Hatari Lodge is available at a courtesy rate of $495 per person.  
 
Fares are per person, double occupancy, including taxes and are in U.S. Dollars. No single supplements are 
available. Reservations require a $8,200 non-refundable deposit per person. Please note that final credit 
card payments require a surcharge. Fares and availability are subject to change. International airfare, taxes 
& fees are additional. Tour, itinerary and exclusive amenities are capacity-controlled, based on a minimum 
of 12 passengers traveling together and may be modified, withdrawn or canceled without prior notice. Other 
restrictions apply. Not responsible for errors or omissions in the printing  of this document. Thanks for reading 
all this. Now let’s go on safari! 

Theresa Perez     Luxe Travel Consultants at 239.777.0253      theresa.perez@cruiseplanners.com




